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Abstract
Background: Clustering is the method of grouping subjects, those who are similar together stayin the same cluster. There are many ways for clustering data with continuous or discretl
variables. Among these methods, clustering of discrete data is more complicated. One of the
methods for clustering discrete data is the K-modes method. In this research we improve the K-
modes results with Evidence Accumulation @A) method that helps to fix the initial mode vector,
then we apply the Naive Bayes method on combination of K-Mode and EA. Naive Bayes
classifier is the classification method to predict the unknown real classes. Finally the results of
EA K-Mode, NBEA K-modes will be compared.
Method: The methods are applied on five real datasets of the UCI Machine Learning Data
Repository for checking the extemal validity and purity of our methods which the true ilurses
are determined. The software R with package klaR for K-modes, EA and package e1071 for
Naive Bayes are used. Also the methods are applied on Injecting Drug Users (IDU) national data
set with 2546 subjects and,22 independent variables.
Results: We applied EA K-modes algorithm on five real datasets and fixed the initial modes,
then we run again the K-modes algorithm with the fixed initial mode vector. The results indicate
that the purity rate in the EA K-modes has significant improvement in comparison of classic K-
modes algorithm in all of the five datasets. We use the results of combination method to run the
EA K-modes on the Injecting Drug Users dataset that has no real class labels. Finally we applied
the Naive Bayes classifier with prior of cluster membership that find in EA I(-modes. For
K1,3,4,5 the results indicate that EA K-modes with Naive Bayes concept made better
separation among the subjects and better clustering in comparison with mentioned methods.
Discussion and Conclusion: In this paper, we proposed a new method for clustering for binary
data and it is Naive Bayes EA K-modes. The reiults showed that our new method leais to stable
clustering results compare with the study of Aranganayagi that was used classic k-modes only
and the study of Shehroz S Khan that was used the EA K-modes method only. The Naive Bay.es
EA K-modes method improves the purity and make better separation in data set.
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